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Hi fellow compies. I hope you enjoy my novice effort at an Oily rag report for the Curborough Sprint 
AKA SCIMFEST 2019. For many of you who don’t know me my name is Ben Curry (2018 Novice year 
winner) and I drive a Scimitar SS1 1800 turbo in road going guise.

A bit of background if you are not a Scimitar nut, (i.e. you don’t own one or more), the Reliant Sabre 
and Scimitar Owners Club (RSSOC) have held a sprint event at Curborough since the mid-1980s.

For some of us the weekend started on Thursday 
when people started arriving to camp. The half 
day Friday track sessions could be booked in 
advance and I took part in the afternoon session 
but the weather was unkind and track conditions 
difficult. 

On Saturday morning the RSSOC holds an auto 
test on the track. In the afternoon the track can 
be booked in three one hour slots for a bit of 

extra practice. The majority of Scimitar entrants 
had arrived on Saturday morning or before to 
take advantage of a few practice runs, or more in 
the case of a certain Mr Crosby who had entered 
every session and the auto test all before the 
actual Sunday sprint. To be fair he had put a lot 
of time and effort into improving the performance 
of his SS1 since last year so wanted to maximise 
his enjoyment.

Ben Curry Darryl Crosby

I hope you enjoy my novice effort at an Oily rag  
report for the Curborough Sprint AKA SCIMFEST 2019…
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Steve Cork amazed everyone by turning up on 
Saturday with his repaired SS1, looking shiny 
as usual after bending it at the Loton event. 
However he was soon back in the paddock 
undertaking more repairs because one of the 
drive shafts repaired after Loton had failed. After 
frantically phoning round a few suppliers to ask 
“Have you got any cv joints…. what car mate… 
well er its off a Sierra” realisation came in the 
fact behind the paddock there was a field full of 
spares (other SS1s) and Jim King kindly lent him 
a CV joint off one of his road cars. 

Steve Cork

I had an eventful Saturday practice with a spin 
after the hairpin ending in the hedge, without 
damage thankfully, followed by an exhaust joint 
blowing off!

Other things going on over the weekend were a 
concours, trade stands and on Saturday evening 
there was a “Disco in the Marquee”. Finally a large 
number of Scimitar owners with cars on display 
having a great time watching a great sprint.

On Sunday morning we woke to sunshine with a 
bit of cloud here and there but the outlook was 
for a dry day’s sprinting. The Curborough track 
can be used in a few differing layouts but for 
the last few years the Scimfest sprint circuit has 
been in the form of a figure of eight (see picture).

The facilities at Curborough are good; the 
paddock is large tarmac area with spectator 
viewing all along Paddock bend and the main 
Shenstone straight. Refreshments are available 
on site too.

Key to the track
1 Start line 
2 Paddock bend 
3 Woodside 
4 Molehill 
5 Fradley Hairpin 
6 Crossover 
7 Flagpole corner 
8  Shenstone straight finish line
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The majority of Scimitar entrants were already in 
the paddock from Saturday and the rest of the 
CM family slowly arrived in time for scrutineering. 
Of the 30 entrants only 26 would take part. Peter 
Smith and Richard Carter both DNS due to 
engine issues. Brian Crouch DNS due to the sad 
loss of his wife some weeks previous, however 
he made an appearance in the paddock and we 
were all happy to see him; he was threatening 
to be out at a sprint soon in his GTE. The final 
non-starter was Don Bissell in his VX220. Martin 
Rowe was back in his normal Honda S2000 
reporting time would be needed to get used to 
the Honda after its gearbox repair and previously 
hill climbing at Loton in his GT86. Howard 
Barnard managed to get the Mazda back in 
one piece with new supercharger, brackets and 
apparently a lighter wallet!

As the Motorsport UK sprint event and the 
Scimitar event were taking place simultaneously, 
the Reliant manufactured cars would run in three 
classes of their own R1 to R3 followed later by 
the rest of the CM cars in R10 group.

Scrutineering started prompt at 08.00 with 
no reported issues from any drivers, practice 
one would get underway on time at 09.00. The 
marshals and organising team are a friendly 
bunch and everything ran like clockwork.

Andy KingMartin Rowe

Practice One
All the Scimitars lined up as the first cars to go. 
I’m happy to report that they all kept the cars 
on the track managing clean runs. Andy King 
was first man off the line double driving with 
Phil Howard (they would be well within a second 
of each other throughout the day). I followed 
managing to set a PB time. Steve Cork was 
taking it easy to try and ensure the car was still 
in one piece for the timed runs. 

Howard Barnard had a moment at Molehill corner 
and had to go straight on to avoid taking to the 
grass, he also returned to the paddock with the 
new supercharger whining more than it should 
possible bearing failure on the new unit. (ouch)

John Pollard was in a spin at Molehill bend but 
didn’t do any damage and managed to get back 
to the paddock without any further drama.

These excursions meant Howard, John and 
Steve Small in his TR7 V8 all recorded a failed 
run in P1.
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Practice two
Jim King would be the latest combatant to fail  
at Molehill corner needing to take avoiding action to 
keep the car on the black stuff and must have had 
4 wheels off as he was the only failed run in P2.

Clive Glass was worrying the marshals post at 
flagpole corner, this is a fairly difficult corner (for 
me anyway) to master and plenty of competitors 
tried just a little too hard on occasion, the lack of 
a white line on the outside exit had a marshal in 
the paddock trying to convince us all not to wipe 
out the timing gear!

Darryl Crosby would record his best time of the 
day in P2 much to his annoyance, he would be 
happy later though.

At the end of P2 Clive Glass in the Morgan Plus 
8 was leading the pack with 61.42s very closely 
followed by Rob Orford in his MGB Roadster 
recording 61.97s. Mr Barnard would take the  
third slot in the moaning Mazda with 62.27s 
(all handicap times).

Break for lunch.

John Pollard

Jim King

Clive GlassRob Ordford
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Timed run one
Scimitars again lined up first and Nick Keyser 
would put in an impressive time placing him 
fourth, Clive Glass was still in top spot but this 
time Rob Pallett in the Ginetta G20 moved up 
into second spot with Martin Rowe a close third.

John Pollard in his Mazda MX5 had a repeat spin 
at the cross over and when I asked why he spun 
for a second time his simple answer was “ran out 
of talent”. For this track infringement he again 
had a second failed run awarded.

Graham Beale was doing some drifting at 
Flagpole in the Ginetta which would affect his 
time a little putting him well down the order.

John Wadsworth in his MX5 made a mess of the 
paddock bend left hander and felt he was “slow 
as usual but not bad for 82 eh lad”

John Austin was driving his Porsche 986 and felt 
he was improving with each run and was one of 
three novice CM entrants along with Andy King 
and Phil Howard in the jointly driven SS1.

Rob Pallett

John Wadsworth

Nick Keyser

Graham Beale
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Timed run two – Final run
Scimitars again headed out for what would be 
our final run, all drivers managed to get round 
without any failed runs, Nick Keyser would  
drop down to a very respectable fifth place  
from fourth in R1. Daryl Crosby would end up 
eleventh overall but in the Sabre & Scimitar 
Speed Championship would be FTD road going 
class. Jim King, Steve Cork and myself would  
be separated by only 0.25s! James Carter in  
the Skyline powered GTE would record an 
excellent time of 66.40s but with a handicap of 
>99 found himself well down the results table.

Mark Harris was first out in his MX5 but 
unfortunately the car cut out at Molehill bend 
and he was pushed off track with an electrical 
or fuel issue.

Rob Pallet in the Ginetta G20 put in a very tidy 
run and I’m sure I saw over 101mph over the 
finish line, well done Rob, however this would 
only be enough for second place.

Graham Beale again in a Ginetta was car number 
64 he managed a time in T2 of 64.64 seconds…. 
64 however wouldn’t be his lucky number today.

When Martin Rowe lined up the sky was just 
clouding over and a few spots of rain could be felt 
in the air but this didn’t seem to affect his pace as 
he crossed the line 0.25 seconds faster than T1.

John Austin

Mark Harris

James Carter

Simon Baines
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Howard Barnard had time to make up but was 
wagging the Mazda’s tail through the first and 
second corners really exercising his tyres to the 
maximum, he was slower than his T1 time by 
0.55 seconds but more worryingly the whining 
supercharger was off note with suspected bearing 
failure and dropped down to sixth overall.

Simon Baines managed to move up to sixth 
place overall in the Morgan Roadster however 
it was the other Morgan man Clive Glass who 
would come home with the Big Red 25 with his 
handicap time of 61.07s a full second ahead of 
Rob Pallet.

The final CM run would see the double driven 
Harris Mazda running again with Mark having 
brought the car back to the paddock. It would 
be now be Chris’s turn to see if the car could 
make it round again. All the CM cars had run and 
after a short discussion between the clerk and 
marshals Chris slotted in with the TRs. The car 
got off the line well and was proceeding around 
Molehill when yes you’ve guessed it, the car cut 
out in exactly the same spot as before! Hope you 
get the issue sorted chaps.

Howard Barnard Steve Small
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Footnote from CM Comp Sec Graham Beale
Due to doing the handicap times and going to prize-giving to sort out the awards I was the last to 
leave the paddock. As I was packing up the trailer etc. two ladies and a photographer drove into 
the paddock and explained to me they were doing a ‘Calendar Girls’ fund-raising calendar. The two 
ladies, who could best be described as buxom, asked if they could have their picture taken for the 
calendar in my Ginetta. Who was I to refuse, as they promptly got their tops off and climbed in! 

 Before you ask (I already have) Graham wasn’t allowed to take a snap himself!

Ta Ta for now!

Ben Curry
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Round 18
Harewood
25 August 2019

“I seldom end up where I wanted to go,  
but almost always end up where I need to be.”  

Douglas Adams
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Gardening commitments at home meant that 
yours truly along with Team Manager had a 
04:30 start to the day and arrived at Harewood 
Hillclimb to a very damp paddock a couple 
of hours later with thick mist shrouding the 
Wharfe valley. The peculiar order of events at 
Harewood mean waiting for a scrutineer before 
signing on, and since scrutineering in programme 
order doesn’t mean what we thought it meant, 
several competitors didn’t have time for walking 
the track. Not a problem if you have a good 
memory or access to Youtube videos, but a slow 
first practice is a good idea if not. 

The Classic Marques cars looked fabulous in the 
rather cramped paddock area assigned to the 
class, and the sun soon burned the mist away 
and a glorious day was in prospect, and when 
that happens at Harewood there are few better 
places to be. 

A full set of bike classes, the distinction between 
classes (apart from sidecars) being completely 
unfathomable, started practice and the tone 
was set for the day when the first rider took 
several minutes to ascend the hill after various 
mechanical maladies. It is very unusual to not 
be offered a third timed run here, but such were 
the many and frequent delays that the event ran 
until after 5pm with only two runs offered. No 
one appeared to have been hurt in the numerous 
incidents, and at least the Classic Marques 
class managed to get through practice relatively 
unscathed, despite one or two grassy moments. 

After a 12.30 lunch break and T1 for the bikes 
and TVRs (of whom Richard Blacklee was 
also competing in CM but sadly he was in the 
wrong section of paddock to be afforded any 
details), Gordon Pearce set things in motion 
for the CM class. 

The Paddock

Gordon Pearce
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It’s a long way from Devon to Yorkshire but he 
was enjoying his first visit to the venue, and he 
just missed out on getting into the 60s on a 70.37 
sec (incidentally, all times mentioned in this report 
are scratch times, and handicap scores will be 
available later). Rob Pallett was second up and set 
a time of 67.92 sec on his first visit to Harewood in 
the G20. Ben Curry in his Scimitar posted a 72.22 
sec, followed by Phil Howard in the similar SS1 
in an unrepresentative time of 83.36 sec. Sharing 
with Andy King (80.57 sec), both drivers suffered 
from a chronic misfire and rough running, not yet 
cured after Curborough the previous weekend, 
with fuel starvation being the main suspect. Adrian 
Smith hustled the big BMW Z4 around in 74.03 
sec, closely followed by Keith Dobinson complete 
with wicker basket for a spot of luncheon, driving 
very stylishly in the Escort mk1 on 80.22 sec. He 
would need an improvement later in the afternoon 
to set a decent score for the day though. George 
Proudfoot bounded up the hill in his 1939 Morgan 
4/4, belying its age with a time of 85.1 seconds, 

having received a lot of attention all day from 
passers-by and commentators alike. George’s wife 
assures everyone that he bought the car from new, 
but as that would make him around 100 years of 
age, I am sure it is not true! Jim King, in the third 
of the Scimitar SS1s, showed great commitment 
through Quarry Corner to record a time of 73.96, 
followed by a very smooth run of 73.27 seconds by 
John Pollard in the ex-Tony Thomas Mazda MX5, 
followed by John Payne equally smoothly in his 
beautifully prepared MG Midget in a competitive 
70.88 seconds. Stuart Maclean was next up in 
the lightweight Porsche 924 recording a time of 
71.65 seconds, with the third of the four Porsches 
in class, the burly 944 of Brian Marshall, being 
coaxed around the track in 72.59 seconds. Rob 
Toon’s Morgan Plus 8 looked a real handful 
entering Quarry Corner as it desperately tried to 
get away from him at the top of the rise. Only a 
masterful display of driving kept it ‘on the black 
stuff’ to keep the time loss to a few tenths, a time 
of 68.37 seconds. 

Ben Curry

Adrian Smith

Rob Pallet

Phil Howard
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George Proudfoot

John Pollard

Stuart Maclean

Keith Dobinson

Jim King

John Payne

The second timed runs mostly went to plan,  
in very hot conditions, and significant improvements  

were to be found if you looked hard enough
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Next up was Roger Fish in the first of the two 
Honda S2000s, and after a few grass cutting 
moments at Country Corner, attacked the top 
of the hill with gusto and considerable skill, 
understeering into Quarry corner and over the 
line, just, on 67.36 seconds. The second Honda 
with Martin Rowe at the wheel also pushed hard 
to record a very competent 67.77 seconds run 
before Steve Lyle closed the class with a spin 
at Quarry that even Stuttgart’s finest couldn’t 
prevent, before creating clouds of tyre smoke 
while spin-turning back onto the track and 
still managing to record a respectable time, 
just under 70 seconds on 69.83. Significantly 
quicker than his practice time splits all through 
the run, Steve was especially determined to  
put the record straight in T2. Several rain 
dances were planned at lunchtime by fellow 
competitors in the hope that he, and Roger, 
would fail to improve. 

Rob Toon

Roger Fish

Martin Rowe

Brian Marshall
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The second timed runs mostly went to plan, in 
very hot conditions (hot enough to distort the 
fibreglass wing on Ben Curry’s SS1, although he 
may claim it is a design feature), and significant 
improvements were to be found if you looked  
hard enough. Roger improved by over a second, 
Steve by over 4 seconds on account of staying  
on the track, John Payne and Richard Blacklee  
by a second each. Brian threw the 944 around 
with great intent and to good effect with a one 
second improvement and Phil got a lot closer to 
Andy’s times in the reluctant SS1. Most people, 
however, decided to more or less stick with what 
they had in the first stanza, leaving the top two to 

battle out for the red 25. Roger was very close  
to best time in the class on scratch and in the  
end decimated the opposition on handicap. 
Steve Lyle came second by just over a second, 
and Martin hung on to third, just over a tenth 
down on handicap. Having watched Roger 
Fish’s second run from trackside, his was a very 
well-deserved victory. No complaints on the 
handicapping – it was simply a very skilled drive. 

Ultimately, we all ended up where we needed 
to be, some more quickly than others, but a  
great day’s hillclimbing was enjoyed in glorious, 
warm, Yorkshire sunshine in front of a large  
crowd of spectators.

Richard Blacklee

Roger Fish

Steve Lyle

Rob Pallett
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Classic Marques Sports Car Club would like to thank  
Toyo Tires UK for their continued and generous sponsorship in 2019

At the end of the season a set of Toyo tyres will be presented  
to our championship winner by Alan Meaker from Toyo Tires UK.

At the end of the 2018 season a set of Toyo tyres was presented to our  
championship winner Howard Barnard by Alan Meaker from Toyo Tires UK.
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